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EVERWIN VIDHYASHRAM
CAREER EXPOSURE TEST – I (CET-1)
STUDY MATERIAL

Based on the material given below a contest will be held on 08.08.2019 (Thursday).
1. The old bird advised the other birds to destroy the creeper because it could help a hunter to climb
up the tree and kill all the birds.
2. The birds were caught in the net and the old bird told them to pretend as dead.
3. Robinson Crusoe was surprised to see the footprint of a man on the sand.
4. Robinson was afraid because he mistook every bush and every tree to be a man.
5. Robinson thought the foot print could be one of the savages of the mainland.
6. Robinson lay fearful for many days and prayed for protection.
7. Bhaiya and Munna were two brothers.
8. Bhaiya was 14 years old and Munna was 9 years old.
9. The elder brother Bhaiya is reading a book and the younger one, Munna is drawing pictures of birds
and animals.
10. Tremendous effort is required to speak or write English properly.
11. Munna loves the green fields, gentle breeze, football, kabaddi and volley ball.
12. The final exams results are out. Bhaiya once again failed and Munna topped first in his class.
13. Metre is the basic unit of measuring length.
14. One hundred lakh is called a Crore.
15. An angle whose measure is 360 is called a complete angle.
16. A polygon with three sides is called a triangle.
17. The length of the boundary is called perimeter.
18. Fractions having same denominators are called like fractions.
19. Fraction is a part of a whole.
20. The line that divides the shape from top to bottom is called vertical symmetry.
21. A square has four lines of symmetry.
22. The figures which can be divided into two parts of equal shape and size are called symmetrical
figures.
23. The line which divides the figure into two mirror images of each other is called line of symmetry.
24. Pattern is a sequence of repeated objects or numbers.
25. A mirror image or a water image is called a reflection.
26. Snake charmers move from village to village with bamboo baskets carrying snakes.
27. Tastes are different forms like sour, sweet, salt etc.
28. Taste buds in our tongue help us to taste the food we eat.
29. A glucose drip is given for instant energy.
30. Boiling, freezing, canning, sweetening are few methods to keep food fresh for a longer period.
31. Cowdung cakes and dried leaves are used as natural fertilizers by the humans.
32. Rain water can be stored in the underground tank.
33. Rajasthan is a state which receives very little rainfall.
34. Travellers use piau, talabs, mashak, step wells to get water.
35. People have different sources of water like taps, hand pumps, motor pumps, water tanks.
36. Water is known as the universal solvent
37. On heating, water changes into vapour.
38. Stethoscope is an instrument used to hear the heart beats of a person.

39. Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay is the composer of Indian National song.
40. World Environment Day is Celebrated on June 5th.
41. Electronic Voting Machine full form of EVM.
42. Meera Kumar was the first woman Lok Sabha Speaker of India.
43. D. Uday Kumar has designed the identity symbol (`) of Indian Rupee.
44. World Population Day is Observed on 11th July.
45. “Sim” Stands for Subscriber Identity Module.
46. Lakshadweep is the smallest Centrally administered region in India.
47. Richter Scale & Seismogram is the magnitude of the earthquake measuring machine.
48. Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna Award is India’s highest sports award.
49. Rocket works on the principle of Protection of momentum.
50. Kerala state will have India’s first space tech park.
51. Northeast Frontier Railway of Indian Railway Zone has introduced pink coaches in trains for the
safety of female travelers.
52. LCU L – 56 indigenous ship was commissioned into the Indian Navy recently.
53. Google had recently honoured Muthulakshmi Reddi, India’s first female Legislature by creating a
doodle on her birthday.
54. Benin country has recently signed an agreement with India to enable visa-free travel.
55. Abbreviation for the policing tool “AMBIS” is Automated Multi-Modal Biometric Identification
System.
56. Minsitry of Mines had organised “Waste to Wealth” workshop on productive utilization
of Red mud.
57. Chhattisgarh has launched Indias First Garbage Cafe Scheme.
58. 22nd July 2019 is the new launch date of chandrayaan – II.
59. Mumbai is the city which has topped the traffic Index 2018 for the worst traffic flow in the
world.
60. The theme of NITI Aayog is think tank.
61. Tokyo city is hosting the next Olympics 2020.
62. Dr. K. Abdul Ghani is the green man of India.
63. Narendra Modi wrote the book “New – Age Technology and Industrial Revolution 4-0”.

64. ahidapd; ,sikg; ngah; ahidf; fd;W.
65. „Gyp… - ,jd; ,sikg; ngah; Gypg; gwo;.
66. jkpo; nkhopapd; Kjy; ,yf;fz E}y; njhy;fhg;gpak;.
67. „g+g;gwpj;jhs;… - vd;gJ tpid kuG.
68. „%Jiu… - ,r; nra;Aspd; Mrphpah; xsitahh;.
69. KJikahd mwpTiufisf; nfhz;lJ %Jiu.
70. fy;tp fw;fhjtd; fsu; epyj;jpw;F xg;ghthd;.
71. ‘gzk; gj;Jk; nra;Ak;”.
72. kf;fsplk; mwpT xyp ngwr; nra;tJ fy;tp.
73. nghUs; ,y;yhh;f;F ,t;Tyfk; ,y;iy.
74. grpahy; thba Cu;kf;fSf;F gzf;fhuh; nfhOf;fl;il nfhLj;jhh;.
75. rpWkpapd; Neh;ikf;F jq;ff; fhR ghprhff; fpilj;jJ.

